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Introduction
– Mourid Bargouthi

The

Israeli government utilises multiple means in a systematic fashion to illegally annex an increasing amount of Palestinian land for continued Israeli development

being undertaken by Israel within Area C of the West Bank, in the occupied Palestinian terexpansion policies emphasise rural development as a primary tool for territorial and resource

Today this is upheld and enforced by a complex web of zoning and planning laws through
el, this is implemented by the associated policies of demolitions, evictions and vast restrictions

This agenda is clearly embodied in the creeping annexation effort used by Israel to emphasise

This study analyses this issue using three foundations; commencing with an examination of

-
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own Supreme Court and the international community, these restrictions on Palestinian devel-

3

International Law and Resource Custodianship

-

-

-

4

-

particularly relevant in Area C, where constant changes in land laws are used to faciliPalestinian land for Israeli residential settlement is wholly illegal, and does not meet
ily used improperly and to the grave detriment of the property, ownership and human

-

-

The Israeli state has used demolitions, evictions, construction of various kinds and restrictions on movement and access as strategic tools for the continual displacement

ians are often denied access to basic food, water and other critical needs and are often
will be expanded upon throughout Section 2, which focuses on the means of forced dis-

-

5

the effective annexation of these resources that enables these activities to take place
(and, in most cases, the complete denial of Palestinian access to them) discriminates
against the occupied population by disrespecting their sovereign right to own and mantheir irreparable depredation, causing permanent changes to the land and removing

Resource Annexation
To date, the terminology used to describe the way that the Israeli state absorbs and uti-

ing policies used to this end by Israel, as well as the situation on the ground that results,

actions bear the distinct intent of
complex network of planning and zoning laws in the oPt to create the conditions within
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The inappropriate use of Palestinian land and resources for agricultural cultivation
within settlements, for tourism and for the production of goods for retail by Israel

which the very geographical, cultural, economic, environmental and social fabric of Palsecond issue with these various terminologies is that they offer little to no appreciation of

of international law, but also because it secures the development of one group of people
at the explicit expense of the development aspirations and basic human rights of another1
to discuss the way
2
tion of occupied territory by an occupying state into its own territorial borders , this term
contains a key implicit reference to a process of seizure that goes beyond mere removal

been de facto annexed to Israel (despite the refuted legality of these processes3

-

of
the occupied peoples to that of the occupying force is critical here, and applies directly to
the manner in which resources are taken by Israel from the oPt for their own, exclusive
4

6

Palestinians opportunities for self-development using their

resources within their

-

1) This element of discrimination against the Palestinian people (this includes Palestinian residents

2
3

4

Strategic
Land Zoning
and Planning
Section 1:

Strategic Land Zoning and Planning
Areas A, B and C
The use of land zoning to systematically drive out Palestinian communities from their

and Israel (which retains security control), and Area C is entirely controlled by Israeli

Whilst the Israeli government gradually transferred more of this land into Palestinian

been transferred out of Area C, whilst the restrictions applicable within Area C (as well

dicted this effort by outlining the redeployment of Israeli forces throughout a now-geographically-sectioned West Bank, broken into Areas A, B and C with varying levels of internal Israeli
6
7)
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-

7

Israeli company Mekorot)

Bank10

8

Settlements and population transfer

Ariel Sharon11

8
9
10)
11

nicipal boundaries of each settlement is nine-times larger than the actual built-up area,
suggesting the extent of illegal spread that the Israeli state has in mind for the thriving
12

Within this area, Israel acts with relative impunity to seize land from its Palestinian

Total area
Area C

West Bank

Settlements and regional councils
’State land
9

Closed military zones

Total (overlap deducted)

13

It is important to note here that the planned dissection of land that this involves
) that demonstrate little
opportunity for the creation of any viable, independent Palestinian state in the future
14

12
13
14
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Areas closed off by the Apartheid
Wall

West Bank: Oslo Agreement
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River J
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State Land

Conventions on the Law and Customs of War on Land this practise is indeed allowed
however, such seizures of property must be imperatively demanded by
mili-

demonPalestinian land for Jewish settlement, had little to do with security or military needs,

-

I

settler population, and the restrictions placed on
neighbouring Palestinians supposedly for the se-

-

11
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raeli settlements in the West Bank are built on
erty rights of Palestinians and have therefore
has
pointed out, this argument is void not only due to
the unlawful use of state land as explained above,
but also because it completely overlooks the effect of the locations of each settlement (often dividing Palestinian agricultural lands and impeding access to services), the extensive network of
settler-only roads that serves them, the vast seizure of natural resources such as water and fertile

12
that if land has been fallow for three years, the land is automatically returned to the

Aerial photographs of the site clearly show a number of houses and cultivated land,
20

of this, the state acted with impunity to authorise the settlement by declaring small

who decides on the declaration [of state land] is at the political level: the defence
minister”21
-

20
21)

A

ccording to documents submitted in

own Civil Administration, state lands in the

400,000; 103,000 dunums are distributed
between communications companies and
local governments, and utilities companies
-

of the total land area designated as state
state land to serve the interests of the exist-

13

As is clear, Israel continues to use a wide range of methods and argumentations, un-

policy of rampant demolitions and evictions underpinned by the expansion of the
settlement industry, the continued construction of the illegal Apartheid Wall outside
means to forcibly displace Palestinian communities from their homes in order to open

22
its building of Jewish-only civilian settlements on State land, Israel plainly reveals its legal folly –
a reality that has enormous implications for the lives and livelihoods of the existing Palestinian
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22

Means
of Forced
displacement
Section 2:

Means of Forced displacement

I

14

llegal in all its forms according to
th
-

of people from their place of residence by force and without compenplace that is not of their own choosing either within their state (forcible transfer) or across international
borders (forcible deportation)24
Area C, it remains that the two key
contributing factors to the rampant
forced displacement are demolition
of homes and other structures, as
well as the forced eviction that often
originates, both from the construction of the Apartheid Wall, as well as
zoning and the re-zoning strategies
23

23
24

-

Members from the Abu-

immediately following the
demolition of their home
by Israeli Occupation

Demolitions and Evictions
In Area C, Israel retains complete control over all security and civil matters, including
the allocation of land, construction and planning, meaning Palestinians are not allowed
decide to build anyway in order to meet their basic need for safe housing, agricultural
infrastructure, or water extraction facilities being fully aware of the risk of impending

tures and associated evictions in Area C, collectively responsible for the displacement

2013

total people displaced
25
26
27
28

-
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ian homes, businesses, and livestock-related and other infrastructure across the West
-

15

Case Study: Jiftlik

A

n illustrative example of both the intensity and ongoing nature of the Israeli
domination and demolition policy in Area C is the village of Jiftlik in the
-

for it by Israel, yet this was done without the involvement of the Palestinian
30

not include any land allocation for public buildings, prohibited paved roads, and

community was denied because Israel retroactively declared the proposed area

This policy of demolition to spur displacement operates in perfect parallel to
Jiftik residents have experienced incessant destruction of their property; a recent example of this occurred on the 21st of May 2014, when the Israeli military

16

-

neighbourhoods”31 within the state, it becomes clear that this destruction of property
and resultant forced displacement is not primarily (if at all) about security and military
necessity; rather, it is about systematically-entrenched discrimination in an effort to
ripen the conditions in which Palestinians have little choice but to leave their lands,

30
31

Closed Military Areas, Firing Zones
One of many contexts in which demolitions and evictions are used by Israel in Area C to
by the Israeli state, and in which it is therefore prohibited for any Palestinian to enter

-

cation32
in these areas, with an additional 12,000 Palestinians from Bedouin or herding backgrounds affected, whose livelihoods depend on their ability to safely access their land33

whom belong to communities established there long before the zone was declared on

17

on average, approximately half of the total demolitions and evictions that occur in Area
-
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yet still the nearby village of Aldairat has been refused permission to develop this

cluded twelve dunums next to the settlement of Asfar, while the other threatened

32
33

34

such as tents and bedding destined for Palestinians whose homes had been destroyed
many organisations that have chosen to stop supplying such emergency materials to

place an already predominantly refugee population, and to appropriate Palestinian
18

settlements thrive, this tactic leaves Palestinian communities isolated and unprotected
with no option for development (and little opportunity to access the humanitarian as-

Landmine Fields
Another related source of displacement in Area C is the
landmine areas that not only force Palestinians out of
their land, but also embody a grave decrepitude of arable
land that the Israeli government refuses to clear (and to

land mines and remnant unexploded ordnances from milBank
army laid landmines in the now-occupied Palestinian ter-

34
th

-

with an additional two

gible to sign the treaty, but expressed its intention to do so upon being granted full,
independent state status
citizens, Israel has thus far been largely unwilling to work to remove them for the safety

19

40

avoided with co-operation from Israel, yet no government clearance initiation has been

41

some operational areas entirely unmarked, or with fencing and signage in need of re-

40
41)
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unknown – all of which were civilians) from landmine detonations and unexploded ord-

Case Study: Surif, southern West Bank

I
concrete blocks with yellow warning signs, stating that the land was infested with

land mines from his land (originally placed there by Israel for military training purposes) more than twenty years ago42
indeed host dangerous land mines and unexploded ordinances (as detailed above),
this particular example suggests that, in addition to the detriments associated with
areas that no longer contain mines is yet another way that Israeli occupation forces

The Apartheid Wall

20
main forms: in urban areas, it exists as an eight-meter high concrete wall complete with
watchtowers, trenches, sensors, cameras, and a buffer zone ranging from 30-100 meters

proceeded to demand that all construction on the wall be stopped, while existing sections
be immediately dismantled, with all affected persons renumerated for the losses incurred
of the wall had been constructed; in complete disregard of this ruling, by 2012 the wall
43

44

42
43
44

-

Case Study: Beit Jala

L

-

portion of the Beit Jala community in order to continue the construction of the il-

Currently, the exact route of the wall is being disputed in the Israeli Supreme court
route proposed by the Ministry would have separated the Salesian Monastery and
winery from the Convent and school (as can be seen in Map B below), leaving the

21
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Map B: The initial proposed route of the Apartheid Wall in Beit Jala

Thanks to considerable internal and external pressure, this decision has been realternate route that leaves both the monastery and convent on the Palestinian side
the two, it is very important to note two key issues arising from this, which together
wall now cuts both the convent and monastery off from their respective agricultural
lands, opening them up to further illegal colonisation by leaving them on the Israeli

of overarching concern here is that this entire section of the wall as proposed here

In the case of Beit Jala and many other fertile locations exposed to this intolerable separation, the use of agricultural gates (supposedly for Palestinians to access their lands
cut off by the wall) only further complicates economic activity rather than granting any
22

agricultural gates along the route of the wall that restrict the ability of Palestinian farmOctober olive harvest season for a limited number of daylight hours, whilst the rest
open daily (11) or weekly (10) following prior coordination with Israeli authorities to
-

The Beit Jala case study offers one example of the manner in which the Israeli state
employs the tactical construction of the Apartheid Wall to appropriate Palestinian agri-

tion behind the blatant human displacement secured through demolitions, evictions,
zures through strategic zoning and displacement, this would not be able to occur to the

Resource
Annexation &
Degradation
Section 3:

Resource Annexation and Degradation

A

gricultural activity is a key means by which the Israeli state seizes control of land
in oPt for the purpose of further developing the settlement enterprise whilst neigh-

for the maximisation of land and water resources in the West Bank for the exclusive

dunums of land have been appropriated for settler cultivation within military areas, civilian outposts, settlements and near settler bypass roads, even though the total area of
Second, cultivation in settlements currently provides Israel with a critical source of income through its products that, despite being grown illegally on Palestinian land, are
-

method most commonly applied to the de facto possession of property for a wider physical and
both the

and the

-
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Settler land cultivation and resource use

23

-

-

-

24
West Bank: Oslo Agreement
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Water Control

25

“
-

Logically, in order to maintain stable land cultivation, the settlements must be provided

that integrated the water system of the West Bank into the Israeli system (effectively
annexing all water resources to Israel), while at the same time denying Palestinians
free access to this vital resource
by the transfer of ownership of Palestinian water infrastructure in the West Bank to

With substantial government investment, Mekorot managed to connect settlements to
the Israeli water network, while government subsidies greatly lowered the cost of water
for all of their water needs per month
-

Bank Palestinians each day

26
(whether concerning the construction of new water extraction points such as wells
and bores, or the rehabilitation of existing ones) must be prefaced with an application
less, the JWC has no authority over Israeli settlements and, as the committee provides
tinian proposals for wells, while most (if not all) applications for well rehabilitation

lation, approved or denied at the full discretion of Israeli authorities, without which any water
-

)

not have ready access to their own water resources, and are forced to purchase water
-

caused by increased restrictions on movement and access, resulting in some housepay a higher individual cost and a much greater percentage of their family income to
water in comparison with Israeli settlers

Associated Palestinian Labor issues
The annexation of resources, water and land to Israeli settlements throughout the
West Bank has had a severe impact upon Palestinian farmers and their respective
-

is not accessible by owners today, mainly due to the presence of settlements, the
Apartheid Wall, closed military zones, and various other methods of enclosure
and resultant exclusion

companies for very low wages

27

Palestinian settlement workers are typically hired on an informal contract-basis

deep poverty, few alternate employment options and a dilapidated educational
system, many Palestinian children are compelled to work in settlements - some as

reason for working in the settlements; all stated that if they had the opportunity,
they would rather work for a Palestinian farmer or company
Combined, these issues of land and water theft (and the associated factor of Palestinian

actions, Israel continues to cement this control through the installation of numerous
to the seizure of important water sources that themselves are the foundation of the
28

resulted in extensive resource depletion and environmental decline at the expense of

provided for upon this Palestinian land that falls under the control of Israeli authorities

fertilizers, and in the extraction of sand and gravel for development, with many of the

Israeli industries that have largely been responsible for the diminishing water levels of

MCM per year out of the sea (in collaboration with the Jordanian Arab Potash Company),
29

vation license from Israeli authorities to operate a site for mud collection from the

Applied Research Institute Jerusalem (ARIJ) calculated that the potential economic value of all
-
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Case study: Dead Sea products & Ahava

to permanent sovereignty over their own natural resources – an essential principle
protected under international law
land and natural resources, and assists the Israeli government in its continuous
effort toward increased economic isolation and suffocation of the Palestine and its

In addition to issues associated with resource annexation for production and sales,

known for its visitation by Christian pilgrims, possessing an historical importance as it
-

30
over - their own natural and archaeological sites, Israel ensures that tourists and na-

furthermore, to deepen the illusion for many tourists of congruity between Jerusalem

Sea are wholly denied, amounting to a clear violation of their right to manage their

future economic development, and as part of their national geographic and cultural
tensive environmental degradation, causing a serious threat to the sensitive ecosystem

or

of natural resources, but does not permit that power to assume

Conclusion

Within Area C, this process is particularly evident, and is implemented in a highly strategic manner that consistently denies the existing Palestinian population their basic
human rights (as well as to their right to free and fair development, and to the dignity

the Israeli state implements its overly familiar policy of forced displacement amongst
Palestinians who happen to depend on the land which Israel wishes to take for its own

sites where they do not exist, as well as through the ongoing construction of the Apartheid Wall, which continues to displace thousands of Palestinian families and often removes them from their agricultural lands in the process in order to make them available

that create the conditions in which opportunities for mere existence and sustainable de-
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to colonise often results in the severe degradation of Palestinian resources, alongside the
attempted uprooting of the Palestinian culture, environment and history that is associ-

31
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